Supergenes consist of co-adapted loci that segregate together and are associated with adaptive traits. In the fire ant Solenopsis invicta, two 'social' supergene variants regulate differences in colony queen number and other traits. Suppressed recombination in this system is maintained, in part, by a greater than 9 Mb inversion, but the supergene is larger. Has the supergene in S. invicta undergone multiple large inversions? The initial gene content of the inverted allele of a supergene would be the same as that of the wild-type allele. So, how did the inversion increase in frequency? To address these questions, we cloned one extreme breakpoint in the fire ant supergene. In doing so, we found a second large (greater than 800 Kb) rearrangement. Furthermore, we determined the temporal order of the two big inversions based on the translocation pattern of a third small fragment. Because the S. invicta supergene lacks evolutionary strata, our finding of multiple inversions may support an introgression model of the supergene. Finally, we showed that one of the inversions swapped the promoter of a breakpoint-adjacent gene, which might have conferred a selective advantage relative to the non-inverted allele. Our findings provide a rare example of gene alterations arising directly from an inversion event.
Introduction
Supergenes often consist of multiple co-adapted loci that segregate as a single unit, and importantly, are associated with polymorphism for complex adaptive traits [1] [2] [3] [4] . Classic examples of supergenes include butterfly mimicry [5] ; plant self-incompatibility and heterostyly [6, 7] ; and meiotic drive systems [8] [9] [10] , such as the t-locus in mice [11] and segregation distorter in Drosophila [12] . With the aid of genomic technologies, supergenes have recently been demonstrated in additional systems, including ants [13, 14] , birds [15 -17] , butterflies [18, 19] , fishes [20] and plants [21] .
In the fire ant, Solenopsis invicta, a supergene regulates queen odour, worker behaviour and a suite of other traits resulting in colonies having only one queen or many queens [13, [22] [23] [24] . This 'social' supergene was identified by genetic mapping as a region lacking recombination in heterozygous queens bearing the two alternate alleles, SB and Sb, named after the associated Gp-9 alleles [13, 25, 26] . Recombination within the supergene occurs normally in SB/SB queens and could occur in Sb/Sb queens but does not because of the absence of functional Sb/Sb queens at least in the invasive range [24, 26] . The supergene was estimated to be at least 12.5 Mb long with approximately 600 genes, and is probably larger based on a subsequent molecular evolution analysis [27] . The lack of recombination is probably owing in part to a large inversion (greater than 9 Mb) [13] .
The goal of this study was to understand the evolution of the supergene in the fire ant S. invicta. Although the locations of the fire ant social supergene boundaries are approximately known from genetic map and molecular evolution analysis [27] , the exact inversion breakpoints are still unknown. Finding the breakpoints is useful for delimiting the supergene boundary. Additionally, a comparison of the breakpoints between the SB and Sb alleles can reveal if there is one simple, major inversion or several large ones. Finally, a breakpoint may occur within or near a gene, creating a mutation or rewiring gene regulation; such a gene would be a candidate gene affecting fire ant social form differences. If beneficial, such a mutation could help explain how the frequency of a new inversion allele increased in a population.
In this study, we report the cloning of multiple boundary breakpoints in the fire ant supergene. The first was found fortuitously by a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) spanning the breakpoint. Subsequent comparisons of the genetic map and genomic assemblies revealed one major inversion and at least one additional large (greater than 800 Kb) rearrangement. Furthermore, we determined the temporal order of the two big inversion events based on the translocation pattern of a small fragment. Finally, we found that the inversion has caused the swap of a putative enhancer or promoter, changing the gene expression levels of a gene located at one breakpoint. The results advance our understanding of the evolutionary history of the fire ant supergene and provide a rare example of gene alterations arising directly from an inversion event.
Material and methods (a) Ant samples and genotyping
Colonies were collected from Taoyuan, Taiwan. The red imported fire ant, S. invicta, from Taiwan used in this study is not endangered or protected. Ant husbandry followed Academia Sinica regulations.
A preliminary assignment of monogyne or polygyne social form was based on mound structure and distribution in the field as well as queen number and worker size distributions in the laboratory. Subsequently colony social form was validated by genotyping at the Gp-9 locus using a polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) assay [25] on the genomic DNA from a mixture of 10 adult workers from a colony. We obtained male larvae from orphan colonies where dealated queens were producing haploid males. For validation of the breakpoint joins by PCR, adult male DNA from monogyne or polygyne colonies was used. Males were genotyped at the Gp-9 locus as well [25] .
(b) Bacterial artificial chromosome-fluorescence in situ hybridization
We had previously end-sequenced random clones from the SW_Ba BAC library (Clemson University Genomics Institute, South Carolina, USA) and identified several BACs that mapped to the social chromosome (electronic supplementary material, table S1) [28] . Clone A18 from plate 073 was used in a previous study [13] and is located within the non-recombining supergene region. Clone M24 from plate 145, identified in this study, covers the 'right' breakpoint of the social chromosome. BAC-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments were conducted as previously described [13, 29] . In brief, we grew an overnight 20 ml culture of each clone and then purified BAC DNA using the Plasmid Mini Kit (12125, QIAGEN). BAC DNA was then labelled with fluorescent dyes (A18: Alexa Fluor 488; M24: Alexa Fluor 647) by nick translation with the FISH Tag TM DNA Multicolor Kit (F32951, ThermoFisher). Chromosome spreads were prepared using a standard ant protocol [30] from testes of fourth instar male larvae. Then, slides were hybridized with the labelled BAC probe overnight (greater than 12 h) at 378C. After hybridization, slides were washed three times with 628C pre-warmed washing buffer (0.1Â SSC, 1% TritonX-100), and then rinsed briefly with 2Â saline-sodium citrate (SSC) and double distilled water (ddH 2 O) to remove residual salt and detergent. Chromosomes were mounted in the VECTASHIELD mounting medium with 4 0 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (H-1200, Vector Laboratory). Images were captured with the DeltaVision Microscopy System and processed by deconvolution to improve image resolution. A18 (green) and M24 (red) signals were false-coloured and merged with DAPI images using PHOTOSHOP software.
Primers were designed using PRIMER3 [31] and their sequences are shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S2. Seven breakpoint joins (two SB-specific: J1 and J2; five Sb-specific: J3 to J7) were detected by conducting PCR analysis on each of three independent SB and Sb male samples. The PCR reactions were performed with Taq PCR MasterMix (KTT-BB01M, Tools) in 10 ml volumes containing 5 ng of total DNA and 0.2 mM forward and reverse primers. PCR amplifications were performed with the following profile: initial 4 min denaturation at 948C; followed by 35 cycles of 30 s denaturation at 948C, 30 s annealing at 608C and 1 m 10 s elongation at 728C; and a final 10 min extension at 728C.
The diagnostic approximately 600 bp fragment (C) along with approximately 500 bp upstream and downstream flanking sequences from the SB and Sb genomes were amplified with the HiFi PCR Kit (KK2103, KAPA), and then cloned with the Zero Blunt TOPO PCR Cloning Kit (450245, ThermoFisher) for Sanger sequencing.
(c) Genome comparisons
The six Sb contigs used in this study are available under NCBI accession MH121689 to MH121694 and the Dryad repository (doi:10.5061/dryad.2458p4r) [28] . They were derived from an Sb genome assembled using the Falcon assembler from approximately 40Â sequence coverage using the PACBIO platform [32] ; the full genome will be reported later. We used blastn and Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) [33] for the comparison of the scaffolds between the SB (genome G [34] ) and Sb genomes to find potential breakpoints. Sequence matches were filtered (bit score greater than 1400, identity greater than 90%) and displayed in ACT. To confirm the critical breakpoint joins, we mapped raw PACBIO reads to the new Sb assembly using BLASR [35] and then inspected the focal contigs for contiguous reads crossing the join in integrative genomics viewer [36] . We also examined the original Sb contigs for suspicious merges similarly. We found that approximately 53 Kb on the left end of contig 000102F was wrongly merged at a DNA transposon, and thus we trimmed it to yield 000102F-a. Similarly, contig 000181F was incorrectly assembled at a repetitive region, so we split it into two contigs and trimmed the redundant sequences to yield 000181F-1 and 000181F-2.
(d) RNA analysis
The gene expression values for the three genes adjacent to the breakpoints are from a separate antennae gene expression experiment (electronic supplementary material, table S3); this was the only RNA-seq dataset available with separate samples for SB/SB and SB/Sb individuals. In brief, we conducted RNA-seq on four biological replicates of RNA extracted from the worker antennae of three classes: monogyne SB/SB, polygyne SB/SB and polygyne SB/Sb. Reads were mapped to the fire ant genome using BWAmem with default parameters [37] . Gene expression level was estimated with HTSeq-count [38] . We then used the edgeR software package [39] to look for gene expression differences. Significance values are after multiple test correction using Bonferroni correction rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180221 (three target genes; nine comparisons) and the BenjaminiHochberg method (full dataset). To analyse allele-specific expression (ASE), single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and indels in the untranslated region (UTR) and coding regions were called using GATK [40] [41] [42] for the worker antennae (pool of four bioreplicates) dataset based on the BWA-mem alignment file. Sb-specific SNPs/indels were identified based on a comparison of low coverage sequence from seven pairs of SB and Sb brothers [13] .
We used the official gene set annotation [34] in the main text; their correspondence to the NCBI Gene ID's are: SINV22157 is 105193832; SINV22107 is 105193833; and the fused gene SINV23002 plus SINV23011 is 105199310 in NCBI annotation release 100 [43] . Exon -exon fusion between the last and the first exons of SINV23002 and SINV23011 was confirmed by inspecting RNA-seq reads.
Results
We previously used BAC-FISH to demonstrate the presence of one large inversion in the fire ant supergene [13] . Subsequent examination of addition BACs revealed one (BAC_145M24) with an interesting hybridization pattern. On the SB chromosome there was only one robust hybridization signal (figure 1b and electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). In comparison, on the Sb chromosome, we observed two signals that were separated by approximately one-third of the chromosome and flanking another BAC probe known to be within the inversion (figure 1b and electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). Since the BAC library was made from SB/SB individuals, this hybridization result suggested that BAC_145M24 might span the right breakpoint on SB.
Based on the SB genome (version G), BAC_145M24 is located on BigB_G_scaffold01957 and spans positions 401 094 to 493 803. This is near the 'right' (or 'bottom') end of the social chromosome on the genetic map [13] . To corroborate that the breakpoint is near this region, we inspected RADseq data based on genetic maps from four polygyne families [13] . We looked for the 'first' RADtag exhibiting recombination between the SB and Sb alleles. The most informative RADtag was from family P033 and was located at position 530 490. The breakpoint, therefore, must be before this position which is consistent with the position of BAC_145M24.
To determine the exact breakpoint location, we conducted a BLASTN search [44] to query the approximately 93 kb SB sequence bounded by the two end sequences of BAC_145M24 against a preliminary PACBIO assembly of the Sb genome [28] . The corresponding Sb sequence lies on two scaffolds (littleb_000058F and littleb_000102F-a; figure 1a and electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ) and manual inspection of the alignments localized the breakpoint to position 439 985 on BigB_G_scaffold01957. Additional examination within this BAC region revealed many small indels (insertion/deletions) and one moderate approximately 25 Kb insertion on the Sb scaffold, which appears to be the remnant of one or more transposons [28] .
If the SB and Sb alleles of the supergene differed primarily by one large simple inversion, there should be a two-to-two correspondence of scaffolds associated with the respective SB and Sb breakpoints. However, comparing the two Sb scaffolds back to the SB genome revealed three hits: the known right scaffold, BigB_G_scaffold01957; and two 'left' scaffolds, BigB_G_scaffold06568 and BigB_G_scaffold05266 (figure 1a and electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). The two left scaffolds are near each other on the genetic map (within approximately 2 cM) and BigB_G_scaffold06568 is within approximately 1 Mbp of the left boundary determined from the genetic mapping data.
The three hits suggested a more complicated inversion scenario, so we next conducted a more extensive comparison of the SB and Sb scaffolds. Using the two new SB scaffolds to query against the Sb genome we found that they corresponded to one additional Sb contig (littleb_000181F-2). Furthermore, the corresponding Sb sequence orientation requires one additional inversion of fragment 'A' (approx. 844 Kb) ( figure 1a ). An initial global overview of the inversions seemed to indicate that the 'main' inversion (hereafter inversion '1') of fragment 'B' (greater than 9 Mb) could have happened independently of this second inversion (2) . In other words, the temporal order of the two inversions seemingly appeared unknown.
However, a more detailed inspection revealed an informative approximately 600 bp fragment (C) that uncovers the probable temporal order of the two principle inversions (figure 1). On the SB genome, fragment C is located at the right breakpoint next to fragment B. However, fragment C is no longer directly adjacent to its neighbouring SB sequence in the Sb assembly and is, in fact, translocated to the other end (arrowhead) of fragment A. This translocation was confirmed using PCR and sequencing assays (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). We also validated the other seven additional hypothesized breakpoint joins suggested by the SB and Sb genome sequences (figure 1c). These results suggested that the simplest model for the evolutionary history of the Sb social chromosome is that inversion '1' occurred before '2' (figure 2d).
Numerous examples in humans, Drosophila, and other species have indicated that some inversions could be caused by ectopic homologous recombination at transposons or other duplicated sequences [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . We examined if fragment C might be a multicopy fragment but found no evidence for it in either the SB or Sb assemblies. Additionally, in the Solenopsis geminata genome the orthologous fragment C is a single copy sequence [28] . Thus, it seems unlikely that fragment C contributed to the formation of the inversions. We also looked for the presence of transposons in the sequences directly adjacent to each breakpoint. We found that the genomic breakpoints in Sb are often flanked by transposon sequences, but such transposons were not obvious in the SB haplotype. These results suggest that transposons were unlikely to have mediated the inversion events, but perhaps accumulated after the cessation of recombination. Precise estimation of the ages of the inversions and associated transposons will be needed to examine this possibility.
There are four breakpoints associated with the two derived inversions in Sb; therefore, we examined the breakpoints to see if any genes were mutated. Three predicted protein-coding genes (SINV22157, SINV22107 and fused SINV23002-SINV23011) are within 2 Kb of the four breakpoints in the SB assembly ( figure 2a) . The protein-coding capacities of these genes are intact as none have the breakpoint within the coding region. However, interestingly SINV22157, which encodes an unknown domain-containing protein (DUF4506, pfam14958), was more highly expressed in the worker antennae of SB/Sb versus SB/SB individuals in an RNA-seq dataset (approx. 1.8-fold higher than polygyne SB/SB, p-value ¼ 0.0051; 2.8-fold higher than monogyne SB/SB, p-value¼2.1 Â 10
25
; edgeR F-test on four biological replicates; Bonferroni threshold for nine tests, a ¼ 0.0056; figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, tables S3 and S4). We did not detect differential expression for SINV22107 and SINV23002-SINV23011 in this dataset, although they may have differential expression elsewhere.
Examination of the RNA-seq reads revealed that the breakpoints occur in the 5 0 -UTR for all three genes. Thus, the transcriptional start sites, including the promoters, are different between the SB and Sb alleles. Fragment C encompasses the entire intergenic region between the 5 0 start sites of both SINV22157 and SINV22107 (these two genes are in head-tohead orientation), and thus the promoters for both genes should be within this fragment (figure 2a). A change in promoters should affect gene regulation in cis and may produce ASE differences in gene expression. We examined ASE in the worker antennae RNA-seq dataset derived from SB/Sb individuals. ASE was complex for SINV23002-SINV23011, with significant higher expression of the Sb allele only at the last three sites close to the 3 0 end; while for SINV22157 and SINV22107, the Sb allele was expressed significantly more than the SB allele for most SNP or indel positions (p-values less than 0.05, binomial test figure 2b and electronic supplementary material, table S5). This result indicates that the greater expression of SINV22157 in SB/Sb relative to SB/SB individuals is probably owing to the inversion swapping in a different promoter thereby causing a Sb allele-specific increase in gene expression.
Discussion
In this study we have revealed three aspects of the evolution of the S. invicta social supergene. First, we showed that the S. invicta supergene is composed of at least two large inversions. Second, we determined the likely inversion order for these two inversions. Last, we identified a candidate gene whose gene expression has been affected directly by the inversion breakpoint. The implications of each discovery are discussed below.
We have identified the extreme 'right' breakpoint for the S. invicta social supergene to nucleotide resolution, thereby establishing one-inversion boundary. This should rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180221 also correspond to the supergene boundary, however because recombination is most strongly suppressed around the breakpoint [51, 52] the supergene could extend a little further. Indeed the approximately 25 Kb Sb-specific insertion appears to be fixed between SB and Sb and is immediately 'outside' of the breakpoint. The right breakpoint is found in two invasive populations (Georgia, USA and Taiwan) indicating it is at high frequency, and possibly fixed, in the invasive range.
Given that our model predicts that the extreme right breakpoint is associated with the first inversion, we propose that this same boundary would be found in the native range, and perhaps in other socially polymorphic fire ant species.
Using the right breakpoint, we were able to identify one additional large (844 Kb) inversion. Importantly, the location and orientation of an embedded unique approximately 600 bp fragment C revealed the likely order of the two major inversions. Specifically, a large (greater than 9 Mb) inversion '1' occurred first, essentially capturing more than 70% of the supergene [13, 27] . After, the smaller 844 Kb inversion '2' occurred (which itself captured fragment C). This is the simplest model, although more complex models with additional large inversions are possible. Definitive resolution will require identification of populations or species with partial supergenes.
Previous comparisons of the SB and Sb draft genomes [13, 34] revealed another small local inversion (48 Kb) [13] , but not the large inversion breakpoints. The better contiguity of the PACBIO Sb genome permitted identification of the additional inversion. Given our results, revisiting the previous assemblies showed that the inversion breakpoints identified in this study were at or near the scaffold ends precluding their identification.
While we have identified two large inversions, a third large inversion is predicted. Both genetic map and molecular evolution analyses indicate that the supergene extends to the left an additional approximately 1 Mb [13, 27] . We could not identify the breakpoints associated with this left region. The corresponding supergene scaffolds on both the SB and Sb genomes have gaps at similar locations suggesting that the putative third inversion breakpoints are associated with scaffold ends, which further implies the inversion breakpoint probably occurred in repetitive regions. Definitive resolution of all the breakpoints will require better SB and Sb genome assemblies assisted with long reads, i.e. PACBIO [32] or Oxford Nanopore [53] sequencing.
(a) Strata or lack of strata?
Large supergenes and sex chromosomes are often characterized by evolutionary strata where different segments were recruited at different times, usually attributed to the accumulation of successive inversions [54, 55] . Our results revealing two large inversion fragments (and a third predicted one) would superficially suggest the potential for two (or three) strata. However, analysis of divergence in fire ants did not reveal any strata, suggesting that the fire ant supergene has only one functionally important evolutionary layer [27] .
How can the molecular evolution evidence and the number of inversions be reconciled? There are at least three possible explanations. First, the large inversions could have occurred at different times, but in quick succession such that any strata would be too shallow to be detected. This possibility is supported by the young estimated age (approx. 390 000 years old) of the fire ant supergene [13] . Second, the Sb chromosome may have resulted from chromothripsis [56] [57] [58] , a process first described in cancer where a chromosome shatters and then is restitched together. In this case the Sb chromosomal rearrangements were not owing to inversions per se, but were an outcome of chromosome repair. A third very interesting possibility is that the social chromosome formed in another species and then introgressed into S. invicta [24, 59] . Thus, evolutionary strata would be apparent within the original species, but divergence would look uniform in S. invicta [27] . One caveat to this introgression model is that speciation must have happened long enough ago to allow divergence to accumulate to mask strata signals. Nevertheless, precedent for this model exists as the patterns of molecular divergence in a supergene in the white-throated sparrow is consistent with introgression from an extinct species [17] . Shared wing mimicry alleles in Heliconus butterflies probably also occurred via introgression [60] . Because S. invicta can hybridize with other Solenopsis species [61] [62] [63] [64] , this introgression model is possible. Future evolutionary genomic studies across more fire ant species and with more power to detect potentially shallow strata will be needed to distinguish among these scenarios.
(b) Are any of the breakpoints associated with gene mutations?
At the time of inversion formation, the gene content between the original and inversion alleles are typically identical. Given the apparent, initial, equal fitness of the two alleles, inversions can only increase in frequency through neutral drift, implying that most inversions would be lost [65, 66] . However, some inversion breakpoints may fortuitously create a beneficial mutation, permitting selection to drive it to higher frequency. We found that the gene SINV22157 was probably affected by a breakpoint mutation. This gene has higher expression in the worker antennae of SB/Sb compared to SB/SB individuals, primarily owing to Sb-allele-specific upregulation. The expression differences are probably owing to changes in the location of fragment C, which contains a putative promoter and is adjacent to the first exon of SINV22157 in SB but not in Sb (figure 2a). The separation of fragment C from SINV22157 would have occurred during the presumptive second inversion event (figure 2d). This gene has no known predicted function and may be expressed in multiple tissues because in addition to worker antennae, its expression is found in worker and queen whole-body RNA-seq datasets (electronic supplementary material, table S6).
Only a few examples are known where the inversion breakpoints affect adjacent genes [67] [68] [69] . The alteration of gene expression in SINV22157 in the fire ant social supergene system is the first description, to our knowledge, of a switch in promoters caused by an inversion breakpoint. Because of the gene expression differences, it is tempting to speculate that this mutation benefited the polygyne lifestyle and helped this new two-inversion allele replace the previous one-inversion allele. Future studies may reveal if this is the case.
Conclusion
In summary, this study advances our understanding of the evolution of the fire ant supergene. We have identified the right-most extreme breakpoint for the supergene. Aided by this breakpoint, comparisons between the genome assemblies revealed an additional large inversion (844 Kb) towards the left end of the supergene. Furthermore, the translocation of a unique approximately 600 bp fragment revealed the most probable historical order of these two inversions. While the supergene did not appear to exhibit evolutionary strata in S. invicta, future evolutionary genomic studies across more fire ant species will ultimately clarify if these inversions may correspond to evolutionary strata elsewhere. Finally, we have identified a rare example of gene expression alteration caused directly by the breakpoint mutation. It remains to be determined if this mutation was beneficial for the polygyne lifestyle in fire ants and will be the subject of future studies. 
